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Abstract

We introduce basic concepts from object-oriented programming into dependent type
theory based on the idea of modelling objects as interactive programs. We consider
methods, interfaces, and the interaction between a fixed number of objects, includ-
ing self-referential method calls. We introduce a monad like syntax for developing
objects in dependent type theory.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the conference TYPES’2003, the author gave a talk on how to represent lambda-
terms in Java ([Set03]). When giving this talk, Martin-Löf asked the question:
What you have done is to represent functional programming in object-oriented
programming. Can we do it the other way around as well? What he meant was:
Can we represent object-oriented programming in dependent type theory?

The author has developed with P. Hancock the notion of interactive programs
in dependent type theory. Objects can be considered as interactive programs: they
receive requests (method calls) from the outside, and return answers to these re-
quests to the outside. It seems to be interesting to explore the use of interactive
programs in order to model objects and classes in dependent type theory.

In this paper we will make first steps in exploring this idea. We will cover
objects, interfaces, methods and interaction between a fixed number of objects. We
will see that the modelling of self-referential method calls in dependent type theory
will result in rather complex interactive programs.

We will see as well that dependent type theory results in a higher degree of
expressibility. For instance classes can have dependently typed methods, which
means that the result type of a method might depend on the arguments. Because
of the use of dependent types, all methods can be merged into a single method.
The body of a method can be much more dynamic, there is no restriction to a fixed
number of program lines as in Java.

Content of this article. In Sect. 2 we introduce the basic concepts of depen-
dent type theory. This will introduce as well our notations used for working in
dependent type theory. We will there as well introduce coalgebraic types (codata).
In Sect. 3 we introduce interactive programs. In Sect. 4 we explore the idea of an
object as an interactive program. In Sect. 5 we show how to deal with combining
objects without self-referential calls. In Sect. 6 we will extend this by allowing
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objects which directly or indirectly call themselves. We will there as well intro-
duce a monad like syntax for representing object code, as it occurs in standard
object-oriented languages like Java, as objects in dependent type theory.

Related work. There is a rich literature on using λ-calculus like object-calculi
and on using impredicative type theories in order to assign types to type theory. A
lot of material can be found in [AC96]. Pierce and Turner [PT94] use impredicative
existential types of F ω

≤ in order model objects. Jacobs [Jac95, Jac98] and Reichel
[Rei95] have used coalgebras in order to model objects, but they do not deal with
self-referential method calls in full, which, as we will see, results in rather complex
structures. Meseguer [Mes93] has indicated how to formulate concurrent objects
in a rewrite system. Kiselyov and Lämmel [KL05] have modelled object-oriented
concepts in Haskell. We have not found any treatment of object-oriented program-
ming in the context of predicative dependent type theory, which makes use of the
expressive power of dependent types, and belief that the use of interactive programs
in this context is new.

2 BASIC CONCEPTS OF DEPENDENT TYPE THEORY

The basic type constructions used from standard dependent type theory are as fol-
lows:

• Dependent function types, written as (x : A) → B for the type of functions,
mapping an element a : A to an element of B[x := a]. We use standard
abbreviations, such as A → B for (x : A) → B for some fresh variable x,
(x : A,y : B) →C for (x : A) → (y : B) →C, etc. Elements of (x : A) → B are
created by λ-abstraction λx.t, and eliminated by application to elements of
A, where application is written in functional style ( f a).

• Dependent products. For convenience we use in this article record notation,
so the product of types A1, . . . ,An is written as

Σ(l1 : A1, . . . , ln : An)

Here Ai might depend on l j : A j for j < i, and li are the record selectors
(sometimes called labels). Projection is written as record selection, i.e. for
an element c of the type A just introduced the ith projection is written as
c.li : Ai. Our notation for introducing elements of type A is

record(l1 = t1, . . . , ln = tn) ,

where ti : Ai. This is record notation for the n-tuple 〈t1, . . . , tn〉.

Occasionally, we will use as well product notation, namely (x : A)×B with
elements written as pairs 〈a,b〉, and use case distinction in order to unpack
such pairs.



• Algebraic types are written as follows:

A = data C1(a1
1 : A1
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1
n1

: A1
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)

Algebraic types correspond to the least set closed under those constructors.
We have the usual condition that the types of the constructor are strictly
positive in the type to be introduced. (This means that in the above definition
Ai

j either do not make use of A, or are of the form B1 → ·· ·→ Bl → A, where
Bi do not make use of A). Furthermore, we will omit the variables ai

j, if they
are not needed.

Elimination is defined by case distinction: Assume a : A, D : A → Set and
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is of type (D a). Functions defined using case-distinction can be recursive,
as long as recursive function calls are made to structurally smaller elements.

• We introduce a convenient notation for the disjoint union:

C1(x1
1 : A1

1, . . . ,x
1
n1

: A1
n1

)+ · · ·+Cn(xm
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)
:= data C1(x1
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)
A+B := inl(a : A)+ inr(b : B)
1+A := inl()+ inr(x : A)

Here the type of Ci should not refer to the set introduced. We will as well
omit brackets in case one of Ci does not have any arguments.

• Furthermore, we will add coalgebraic types. A discussion on coalgebraic
types in dependent type theory can be found in [HS04] (see as well [BC04]).
Coalgebraic types are written as

A = codata C1(a1
1 : A1

1, . . . ,a
1
n1

: A1
n1

) | · · · | Cm(a1 : Am
1 , . . . ,am

nm
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)

with the same condition on strict positivity as for algebraic types.

– Elimination is given by case distinction. However, after applying case
distinction one does not obtain a structural smaller term which can be
used in order to write terminating recursive functions.

– Introduction is formally written as guarded recursion. However, guarded
recursion is a syntactic notation, and, as pointed out in [HS04], guarded
recursion is not supposed to be evaluated in full. Instead definitions by



guarded recursion represent syntactic expressions introduced by the in-
troduction rule for coalgebraic types. Essentially, guarded recursion is
only evaluated, if the case-distinction construct is applied to a term in-
troduced by guarded recursion. In this case, one step of the guarded
recursion is evaluated, and then, depending on the case distinction, the
term is reduced further. More details can be found in [HS04].

We will in this article make use of the logical framework. The lowest level of
types in it is called in dependent type theory Set, which will be closed under the
formation of strictly positive algebraic and coalgebraic types, dependent function
types, and products. Especially, Set will contain the well-behaved simple types, as
they occur in non-dependent functional programming, and dependent versions of
these. However, Set will not contain itself. In order to be able to introduce types
formed from Set, higher type levels are introduced, of which the lowest one above
Set is called Type. Type will contain Set, elements of Set, and will be closed under
dependent function types and products.

3 INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS IN DEPENDENT TYPE THEORY

The main idea for representing object-oriented programming in dependent type
theory is that objects are to be considered as interactive programs. Let us first
review, how interactive programs can be represented in dependent type theory.

In [HS99, HS00b, HS00a, HS04] the author has developed together with Peter
Hancock a theory of interactive programs in dependent type theory (see as well
[Han00, HH05] for some related work by Hancock and Hyvernat). An interface for
a non-state-dependent interactive programs is given by a set of commands C : Set
and a set of responses depending on a command c : C, i.e. we have

Interface = Σ(C : Set,R : C → Set) : Type

There are two kinds of interactive programs to be associated with an element I :=
record(C = C,R = R) of Interface:

• The set of client side programs. These are programs which make a call c : C
to the real world, such as to output a string to the console or requesting a
string input from the console. They then receive a response r : R c from
the real world (e.g. a success message in case of the writing of a string to
console, or the string typed in by the user in case of the request for a string),
and depending on it, execute the next command. This loop is then repeated
until the program determines that it has terminated.

• The set of server side programs. These programs receive a command c : C
from the real world, and respond to it with a response r : R c. Then the
program is ready to get the next command, etc.



In a monadic version, we obtain, depending on a set A and a fixed interface I as
above, two sets:

• The set of client side programs which possibly terminate, and if they termi-
nate terminate by returning an element of type A.

• The set of server side programs which possibly terminate as well by returning
an element of type A.

However, we have not specified when a program terminates. There are two choices,
and depending on these choices we end up with 4 different sets:

• (IO∗
client A), (IO∗

server A), the set of client and server-side programs which are
guaranteed to terminate eventually and to return an element of type A. These
types are defined as algebraic types.

• (IO∞
client A), (IO∞

server A), the set of client and server-side programs which
might run for ever or might terminate and return an element of type A. These
types are defined as coalgebraic types.

All these data types might terminate immediately without having any interaction.
The types are defined as follows:

IO∗
client A = data return(a : A) | do(c : C, f : R c → IO∗

client A)
IO∗

server A = data return(a : A) | do( f : (c : C) → R c× IO∗
server A)

IO∞
client A = codata return(a : A) | do(c : C, f : R c → IO∞

client A)
IO∞

server A = codata return(a : A) | do( f : (c : C) → R c× IO∞
server A)

If we want to make the dependency on the interface explicit, we write the interface
I as an additional subscript.

We introduce as well some simple operations:

• If I, I ′ are two interfaces, we introduce their disjoint union as

I ⊕ I′ := record{C = I.C+ I ′.C,R = [I.R, I ′.R]} : Interface

where
[I.R+ I ′.R] : I.C+ I ′.C → Set
[I.R+ I ′.R] (inl c) := I.R c
[I.R+ I ′.R] (inr c) := I ′.R c

• If I, I ′ are interfaces, f : I ′.C → I.C, g : (c : I ′.C, I.R ( f c)) → I ′.R c, then we
can define rename : IO∞

I,server A → IO∞
I′,server A by

rename p = case p of{(return a) → return a;
(do b) → do (λc.case (b ( f c)) of

{〈r, p′〉 → 〈g c r, rename p′〉})}

So (rename p) operates as p, but translates the commands it receives into
commands for p and responses from p back into its own responses. This
operation allows hiding and renaming of an interface.



State dependent interface. The notation of interface can be extended to state
dependent interfaces. A state dependent interface is given by

• a set of externally observable states,

• a set of commands depending on the states,

• a set of responses depending on states and commands,

• and a next function, which determines the observable state one obtains after
an interaction consisting of a command and a response to it has been carried
out.

So we get

Interfacestatedep = Σ(S : Set,
C : S → Set,
R : (s : S,C s) → Set,
n : (s : S,c : C c,R s c) → S) : Type

Let
I := record(S = S,C = C,R = R,n = n) : Interfacestatedep

be fixed. Assuming A : S → Set and s : S we introduce the set of client/server-side
interactive programs starting in state s and possibly terminating in a state s ′ with
result (A s′) as follows:

IO∗
statedep,client A s
= data return(a : A s)

| do(c : C s, f : R s c → IO∗
statedep,client A (n s c r))

IO∗
statedep,server A s
= data return(a : A s)

| do( f : (c : C s) → R s c× IO∗
statedep,server A (n s c r))

IO∞
statedep,client A s
= codata return(a : A s)

| do(c : C s, f : R s c → IO∞
statedep,client A (n s c r))

IO∞
statedep,server A s
= codata return(a : A s)

| do( f : (c : C s) → R s c× IO∞
statedep,server A (n s c r))

Execution of interactive programs is an external operation. For this we assume an
interface corresponding to the real world (state-dependent or non-state dependent).

• In case of a client side program, commands correspond to interactive com-
mands the program can demand from the real world like writing a string to
console, demanding some user input from console, or manipulating a GUI.



Responses correspond to responses the real world makes to such a com-
mand, which is for instance in case of the writing a string a simple success
element x : {∗}, in case of reading a string the string typed in. Running a
program means that case distinction is applied to the program. If one obtains
(return a), the program stops and returns a. If one obtains (do c f ), then
command c is carried out in the real world. Once one has obtained a real
world response r, the program continues by executing ( f r).

• In case of server side programs, commands are requests the real world can
make to the program. Responses are answers the program can give in re-
sponse to such a request. The execution of such a program is carried out
as follows: First case distinction is applied to the program. If one obtains
(return a), the program stops and returns a. Otherwise, it is of the form
(do f ). Then the program waits for a request by the real world. If it receives
a request c, ( f c) is evaluated to a pair 〈r, p〉 consisting of a response r and a
next program p. This response r is sent back as answer to the real world and
the program continues by carrying out the execution loop with program p.

4 SIMPLE OBJECTS

The basic idea of our approach to object-oriented programming in dependent type
theory is that a class is considered as an interactive program. Let us restrict our-
selves first to a simple class, which has methods which take input from one set
and return in response to this input an answer which is an element of another set.
These methods might change the internal state of an object, but do not receive or
return elements from other classes or interact with other objects. Later we will
indicate how to deal with the situation in which a method might call methods of
other objects, including the object itself. In the current simple situation we have
methods

method1 : (x1
1 : A1

1, . . . ,x
1
n1

: A1
n) → R1[x1

1, . . . ,x
1
n1

]
· · ·

methodm : (xm
1 : Am

1 , . . . ,xm
nm

: Am
nm

) → Rm[xm
1 , . . . ,xm

nm
]

Note that these are not functions, but each method call depends on the internal state
of an object, and changes the state of the object. In dependent type theory we can
allow the set Ri[xi

1, . . . ,x
i
ni
] to depend on xi

1, . . . ,x
i
ni

. Public instance variables x : A
can be modelled by having methods setx : A → {∗} for setting the variable to the
value, and getx : {∗} → A for obtaining the value of this variable.

The interface definition of methods as introduced above corresponds in depen-
dent type theory to the non-dependent interface

I = record{C = C,R = R}



where

C = data method1(x1
1 : A1

1, . . . ,x
1
n1

: A1
n) | · · · | methodm(xm

1 : Am
1 , . . . ,xm

nm
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nm
)

R (method1 x1
1 · · · x1
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R (methodm xm
1 · · · xm
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An object of this interface is an element of

Object I := IO∞
server,I /0

It is a server-side program, which receives requests (message-calls) c : C, and de-
pending on them, computes a response r : R c and changes its internal state. Note
that by using dependent type theory we have encoded several methods method1, . . . ,

methodm into one of type (c : I.C) → I.R c.
C as given above models the notion of an interface as it occurs for instance in

Java. Classes have in addition to interfaces constructors, each of which constructs
an object of this class. This means that a constructor Constr with arguments (x1 :
A1, . . . ,xn : An) is a function

Constr : (x : A1, . . . ,xn : An) → Object I

As an example we represent a very simple example in dependent type theory,
namely that of a memory cell holding one element x : A. Such a class has methods

setx : A →{∗} getx : {∗} → A

This means that the interface IA = record{C = CA,R = RA} is of the form

CA = data setx (a : A) | getx
RA (setx a) = {∗}
RA getx = A

The standard implementation of a memory cell has constructor f : A → Object IA

which is defined by guarded recursion as

f a = do(λc.case (c) of { (setx a′) −→ 〈∗, f a′〉;
(getx) −→ 〈a, f a〉})

Manipulation of objects. The operation rename introduced in Sect. 3 allows to
take an interface and hide and rename its methods. One can introduce as well
operations which extend an object in order to deal with an extended interface.



5 COMBINING OBJECTS WITHOUT SELF-REFERENTIAL CALLS

We will now consider how to deal with objects, which might make method calls of
other objects. Let us take as an example 3 objects o1, o2, o3, which can be called
from the outside world using interfaces I1, I2, I3. The method calls are Ii.C and
the response to a method call c : Ii.C is (Ii.R c). We call Ii the receiving interface
of object oi. In a first step we will exclude self-referential calls. Then o1 might
call o2, o3. The outside world as presented to this object is therefore given by
the interface O := I2 ⊕ I3 (one might extend O by an additional external interface
corresponding to communication with the real world, e.g. communications with
GUIs or the console). We call O the outside interface of the object. Then o1

would in this situation receive a command c : I1.C. It can then carry out a possibly
unbounded sequence of communications with its outside world, which possibly
terminates, and if it terminates, returns an element r : I1.R c and a program o′1 for
interfaces I1 and O. Then it continues with executing o′

1. So o1 is an element of

Objectsimple I1 O = codata do( f : (c : I1.C) → IO∞
client,O (I1.R c×Objectsimple I1 O))

In order to exclude indirect self-referential calls (that for instance o1 calls o2 which
in turn calls o1), o2 would only be allowed to communicate with o3 (i.e. have out-
side interface I3) and o3 would not allowed to communicate with any other object
at all. We can combine o1,o2,o3 to one state dependent program with interface
I := I1 ⊕ I2 ⊕ I3, and define from the resulting program a state dependent program
which has the following behaviour: it receives a call c from I.C, passes it on to
one of o1, o2, o3, and simulates the communication between o1, o2, o3. If this
communication terminates it will return an answer r : I.R c, and wait for the next
method call. We will not go into details and instead move to a more complex situ-
ation, in which self-referential method calls are allowed. There we will introduce
the resulting combined program in more detail.

6 COMBINING OBJECTS WITH SELF-REFERENTIAL CALLS

Complications arise if we want to extend the above in order to include self-refe-
rential calls. For instance, we might replace O = I2 ⊕ I3 as the outside world for
o1 by O′ := I1 ⊕ I2 ⊕ I3 and interpret a method call to the I1 component of O′ as a
method call to o1 itself. Or one might allow indirect self-referential calls, i.e. that o1

calls o2 and o2 in turn calls o1. The consequence of allowing such self-referential
calls is that when an object has issued a command to the outside world, a method
call to it might be made, before it has received the answer.

An element of Objectsimple has two phases: a phase in which it receives a com-
mand from the outside, and a phase where it issues commands to the outside. We
need to extend this in such a way that we have objects, which always can receive
a command from the outside, even if a method call made to them has not been
answered yet. Note that these self-referential calls might affect the state of the ob-
ject. Consider for instance a class with methods method1 and method2, where



method1 is defined using Java-like code as follows (y, u are instance variables of
the class):

A method1(B x){u = 0;
y = method2(x);
return y + u;};

The self-referential call to method2 will interrupt the execution of method1,
but will refer to the state of the class which has been changed by the line u=0.
method2might change u, so the result returned by method1 need not be y+0.

The consequence of the above considerations is that an object o with receiving
interface I, external interface O, and the possibility of self-referential calls refers to
a list icl of elements of I.C, namely the method calls to o, which it has not answered
yet, and a list ocl of elements of O.C, the set of external commands, for which o
has made a request without having received an answer yet.

Let us fix some notations for dealing with lists: (l)i is the ith element of the list
l, (deletei l) is the result of deleting the ith element from the list l; (insert i l x) is
the result of inserting into list l at position i element x. Using these notations, we
obtain the following definition, where icl : List I.C and ocl : List O.C:

Objectserver I O icl ocl =
Σ(receive request: (ic : I.C, i ≤ length icl)

→ Objectclient I O (inserti icl ic) ocl,
receive answer: (i < length ocl,r : O.R (ocl)i)

→ Objectclient I O icl (deletei ocl))
Objectclient I O icl ocl =

codata send answer(i < length(icl),r : I.R (icl)i,

o : Objectserver I O (deletei icl) ocl)
| send request(oc : O.C, i ≤ length ocl,

o : Objectserver I O icl (inserti ocl oc))

An element of (Objectserver I O icl ocl) can receive method calls (elements of I.C)
and receive an answer for any of its pending requests to the outside world (elements
of ocl). It then switches to client mode. In that mode it either sends an answer to
one of the requests made to it (elements of icl) or it sends requests oc : O.C to the
outside using its external interface O. It then switches back to server mode.

Note that we have made our definition in such a way that an object can receive
answers for any of its open requests in ocl and can answer any of its requests in icl,
not only the last one. Otherwise for instance the definition of o0 ⊕o1 below would
become rather complicated. Furthermore, we allowed to insert new elements to icl
and ocl at arbitrary positions, not only in a stack-like way at front. This makes
programming much easier, since it allows to keep icl and ocl synchronised.

Constructing an interactive program from several objects with internal commu-
nications. We will show how to construct an interactive program from the combi-
nation of several objects, which possibly call each other. In a first step we combine



two objects o1 and o2 with receiving interfaces I1, I2 and the same outside interface
O into one object o1 ⊕ o2 with interfaces I1 ⊕ I2 and O. If we consider our main
example, namely having objects o1, o2, o3 with receiving interface I1, I2, I3, re-
spectively and the same outside interface O = I1 ⊕ I2 ⊕ I3, we see that o1 ⊕o2 ⊕o3

is an object, for which the receiving and the outside interface are the same, namely
O. In a second step we will then show how to simulate a program for which the
receiving and outside interface coincides – let it be I – by an interactive program
which has no outside interface and I as receiving interface.

Step 1: Definition of o0 ⊕ o1. Let oi have receiving interface Ii and the same
outside interface O. Let I := I0 ⊕ I1, and O′ := O⊕O. For icl : List I.C we define
(proj0 icl) to be the list of elements ic : I0.C s.t. (inl ic) occurs in icl (taken in
the same order as they occur in icl). Similarly we define proj1 icl : List I1.C and
proji ocl : List Oi.C, where ocl : List O′.C. Furthermore, if ocl : List O′.C then
let unify ocl : List O.C be the result of replacing (inl oc) and (inr oc) occurring
in ocl by oc. One can now define from elements icl : List I.C, ocl : List O′.C,
oi : Objectserver Ii O (proji icl) (proji ocl) an element

o := o0 ⊕o1 : Objectserver (I0 ⊕ I1) O icl (unify ocl) .

We compute the component o′ := o.receive request (inl ic) i and leave the other
cases to the reader. Let icl ′ := inserti icl ic, o′0 := (o0.receive request ic i′) for
the index i′ corresponding to i in (proj0 icl). If o′0 = (send answer j r o′′0), then
o′ = send answer j′ r (o′′0 ⊕ o1), and if o′0 = (send request oc j o′′0), then o′ =
send request oc j′ (o′′0 ⊕ o1). Here j′ is the index corresponding to j in icl ′ and
ocl, respectively.

Step 2: Simulating the internal communications. The second step is to consider
one object for which both receiving interface and outside interface coincide, let it
be I. We want to obtain from such an object an interactive program which has only
a receiving interface I. This program receives calls via I and passes them to its
corresponding object o. If o makes calls to its outside interface I, these are then
passed back to o itself as a request from its receiving interface I, and any answers
o returns via its receiving interface in response to such requests are passed back to
o itself as an answer from its outside interface in response to its original request.

A more general situation, which we do not consider here because of lack of
space, would be to have an object with receiving interface I ⊕X and outside inter-
face O⊕X , which can receive requests from the outside via I, send requests to the
outside via O, and for which any calls via X to the outside are bounced back to the
object in question via its receiving interface part X .

There is one complication, namely that the internal communications between
the objects might not terminate. The way of dealing with it is to simulate this
program by a state dependent interactive program. That program receives a request
via I. Then its command set changes to {continue}. Whenever it receives continue
it will carry out one more step of its internal communication, until an answer to the



original request is obtained. Then the answer is given back, the program switches
back to its original state where it can receive requests via I.C.

Therefore we define a function

simulate : Objectserver I I nil nil → IO∞
statedep,server I′ s0

for a suitable state dependent interface I ′ and s0 : I′.S.
I′.S has one state in which it can receive commands from I.C, and a second

state in which its set of commands is {continue}. In the latter case we need to
store the command c : I.C it has received but not answered. So the set of states is
1 + I.C. Let s0 := inl. If in state inl, the program can receive commands c : I.C.
It either replies with response r : I.R c, or answers with delay and switches into
state (inr c). In state (inr c), it can only receive request continue. It replies with
an answer to the original request, or with delay and continues in state (inl c). We
obtain the interface I ′ := Interfacestatedep(S = S,C = C,R = R,n = n), where

S = 1+ I.C
C inl = I.C C (inr c) = {continue}
R inl c = R (inr c) continue = delay + reply(r : I.R c)
n inl c delay = n (inr c) continue delay = inr c
n inl c (reply r) = n (inl c) continue (reply r) = inl

We consider one case of the definition of p := simulate o. Assume p receives a re-
quest c : C inl = I.C. Then we make case distinction on o′ := o.receive request c 0.
If we obtain (send answer 0 r o′′) then the response is (reply r) and we continue
with (simulate o′′). If we obtain (send request c′ 0 o′′) then p returns delay. We
bounce back c′ as a request to o′′ by computing o′′′ := o′′.receive request c′ 0, from
which we compute the next execution steps of p. The full details will be given in
an extended version of this paper.

Translation of standard object-oriented code into objects of dependent type the-
ory. We show how to translate object-oriented code, e.g. written in Java, into
elements of (Objectserver I O icl ocl). We are able to deal with objects which com-
municate with a fixed number of other objects and do not create new objects dy-
namically on the heap. So, when constructed, the object receives references to
a fixed number of other objects and is then allowed to communicate with them
without modifying them. The code can be represented by the following data:

• We have a global state G : Set of the system which determines the state of
those global instance variables, which are not objects. Instance variables
which are objects will be treated as defining an outside interface O.

• We have methods with their arguments and result types, which can be given
as a non-state dependent interface I.

• We have an outside interface O, which is obtained as the union of receiving
interfaces of all the objects, to which the object can send method calls.



• The body of method ic : I.C is an interactive program which operates as
follows: Depending on the global state g : G, it computes a new global state,
and computes either an answer r : I.R ic, or it makes a call to its outside
interface, i.e. sends oc : O.C. Depending on the response r : O.R oc it returns
a new program of the same form. The updating of G is best dealt with by
making use of the state monad MG X = G → G×X . Then we obtain that the
method body is an element of

MethodBody ic = codata do ( f : MG ( return(r : I.C c)
+call(oc : O.C,

f ′ : O.R oc → MethodBody ic)))

The methods are then given as an element

methodBody : (c : I.C) → MethodBody c .

The complete code is given as a tuple

〈G, I,O,methodBody〉

which we call a class code.

Example: We consider as an example a class which computes the Fibonacci num-
bers efficiently by memorising values it already has computed. We use a Java-like
syntax with some functional additions:

class Fib{Map mem;
nat fib_aux(nat n){

if (n <= 1) {return 1;}
else {nat k = fib (n-1);

nat l = fib (n-2);
return k+l;}};

nat fib (nat n){case (lookup(mem,n)){
(just(k)) -> {return k;};
(nothing) -> {nat k = fib_aux(n);

put(mem,n,k);
return k;}}}};

Map is the data type of finite maps from nat to nat, where nat stands for the type of
natural numbers. lookup(mem,n) : Maybe(nat) returns just(k) if n is in the domain
of mem and mem(n) = k, and nothing otherwise. put(mem,n,k) updates mem so
that it returns on argument n value k. We have not defined Map as an object with
method calls but as a value parameter, in order to obtain a non-trivial global state.

Then the class code for Fib is 〈G, I,O,MethodBody〉. Here G, I,O are defined
as follows:

G := Map
I.C := fib aux(n : nat)+fib(n : nat),
I.R c := nat
O := I



O = I, since all method calls to the outside are to the object itself. If we had defined
mem to be an object with receiving interface O′, then we would have G = 1 and
O = I⊕O′ instead.

Before defining methodBody we introduce some convenient syntax for dealing
with MG(X). Let returnG := λx.λg.〈g,x〉 : X → MG X , and
doG x := do (returnG x). Then we define

methodBody (fib aux n)
= if (n ≤ 1) then (doG(return 1))

else (doG (call (fib (n−1))
(λk.doG (call (fib (n−2))

(λl.doG (return (k + l)))))))

We leaf the definition of methodBody (fib n) to the reader.

Translation of a class code into an object of dependent type theory. The inter-
mediate state of an object determined by a class code

〈G, I,O,methodBody〉

is given by g : G and an element lmc : List OpenMethodCall, where

OpenMethodCall := (ic : I.C)× (oc : O.C)× ( f : O.R oc → MethodBody ic)

An element 〈ic,oc, f 〉 : OpenMethodCall consists of the original method call ic, the
last outside request oc done by the method, and a function f , which determines,
depending on a response r to oc the next step in the evaluation of the method. We
define a function

translate : (g : G, lmc : List OpenMethodCall)→ Objectserver I O (icl lmc) (ocl lmc)

which depends on a suppressed class code and computes from an intermediate
state of that program given by g and lmc an object of dependent type theory. Here,
(icl lmc) and (ocl lmc) are the results of projecting the elements of lmc to I.C and
O.C, respectively. The definition of o := translate g lmc is by guarded recursion,
and we compute only o′ := (o.receive request ic i), i.e. the case when o receives a
method call ic: Let methodBody ic = do f , 〈g′,m〉= f g. We make case distinction
on m. If we obtain (call oc f ′) then o′ = send request oc i (translate g′ lmc′) where
lmc′ = inserti lmc 〈ic,oc, f ′〉. If we obtain (return r), then
o′ = send answer i r (translate g′ lmc).

7 CONCLUSION

We have introduced the basics of interactive programs in dependent type theory.
Then we have introduced a notion of an object which is isolated (no interaction with
other objects). We have seen how to combine objects first without allowing self-
reference, and then while allowing self-referential calls. Finally we have shown
how to translate standard object-oriented class code into dependently typed objects.



The above deals only with some aspects of object-oriented programming. We
have touched hiding and renaming, but we have not dealt yet in full with inheri-
tance. This requires some notion of subtyping, which is known to be quite com-
plicated in the context of dependent type theory. However, it seems not to be too
complicated to translate an object from one interface to a restricted one, which
gives some notion of inheritance.

The most difficult problem seems to be to deal with a heap and pointers, in
order to be able to construct for instance linked lists. We have some ideas but do
not have space to discuss these in this article.

What is of course missing is to translate typical object-oriented programs into
this language and see how they execute. For this it is necessary to introduce an
improved syntax for representing object-oriented programs in dependent type the-
ory. The class code introduced in Sect. 6 seems to be pretty close to a satisfactory
solution.
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